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ABSTRACT: Decentralization and local autonomy are needed to foster local initiative and facilitate the aspirations of a region in accordance with the diversity of its own condition. The aim of this research is to investigate the basic elements that make up the local government, by means of the qualitative descriptive method that utilizes information gathering techniques through technical documentation technique and literature review. Results and discussion show that there are seven basic elements that make up the local government as a government entity, that is; government affairs, institution, personnel, local government finance, local representatives, public services, and supervision. Those seven basic elements are still adhered to centralization and not decentralization in the sense of autonomy, but the personnel and public services elements are the domain in exercising local autonomy. The focus of personnel element developments are: development of insight / knowledge, skills and expertise, talent and potential, and the development of motivation to work in providing public services to the community.
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INTRODUCTION

Human resources of local government officials have a strategic role in the implementation of local autonomy, since one of the reasons why local autonomy was placed holistically in a regency area and urban area, is “local accountability”. Regency/urban area is the most appropriate area for the implementation of local accountability principal, because a democratic society is responsible to control an act in the society which might have a direct impact of those actions. Local accountability is emphasized on the responsibility of peoples’ representatives or directly to the society itself. If direct democracy is not possible to be implemented, then the people or institution that are given the mandate to control have to be accountable directly to the people which mostly recognized by an act or government policies.

An effort to actualize the implementation of local autonomy policy is aiming to the increasing of initiation level and creativity of local government, and also to anticipate the quick changes of organizational environments. The performances of the autonomous region, according to (Ministry of Home Affairs (Depdagri) and National Planning Bureau [11] could be seen in two aspects, from result and process. Result aspect could be followed by the result achieved by the local government, which currently has to be appropriate with the values or good governance principles. While the process aspect could be seen in strategic validity, which is proposed and run by the government to actualize those good governance values or recognized as capacity building.

Capacity building is necessary and cannot be offered again. Capacity demands not only is needed by individual holders and administrator of government personally, but also as a collectivity of institutional covering both institutional and capacity-building policies. Capacity-building policies has also become very important because it will determine the ability to provide development and service to the community in order to increase empowerment. Capacity building is a strategic approach in development by focusing on developing the ability of the government to establish a better government. The concept of capacity building is still debatable in the definition. Some scientists put on capacity building as capacity development, which implies an initiative on the development of existing capabilities.

Milen [12] defines capacity building as a special assignment related to actors in an organization or a system at a particular time. In [6], author explains that capacity building is an effort that is intended to develop a variety of strategies for improving efficiency, effectiveness, and responsiveness of government performance. One strategy of capacity building dimension is the human resource development of government officials. This strategy assumes that the strategic area of local autonomy determines the type, quantity and quality of human resources needed in the region. Thus, government officials have an important role in the implementation of local autonomy. Officials of a regency and city government are the people or the civil servants who serve in the government institutions, especially the executive board, for performing general administration and development.

Optimal implementation of local autonomy is an effective instrument for wealth creation at the local level, according to the Manual for the Implementation of the Regional Governance of the Republic of Indonesia (Buku Pegangan Penyelenggaraan Pemerintah Daerah Republik Indonesia)[1]. Philosophically, there are seven basic elements that make up the Local Government as a government entity: government affairs, institutions, personnel, local finance, local representatives, public services, and supervision. However, in practice local autonomy varies greatly and previous implementations of autonomy so far have shown that a policy that is one-size-fits-all (uniform) is no longer applicable. It is increasingly unavoidable in the implementation of quality public services.

RESEARCH PURPOSES

To investigate the implementation of elements of the local government which includes; government affairs, institutions, personnel, local finance, local representatives, public services, and supervision.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Local autonomy lately becomes a national issue much discussed by various groups consisting of theorists, practitioners and the public at large, especially after
decentralization. Decentralization, as defined by Bryant and White [2] and Riggs [15] can be viewed in two forms: (a) administrative decentralization, and (b) political decentralization. Decentralization as understood in the former definition is also known as de-concentration meaning the delegation of executive authority at local levels. Delegation of authority includes transfer of responsibility to a subordinate to make decisions for cases it may face, however supervision remains in the hands of the central authority. Decentralization as understood by the second definition is known as de-evolution meaning the transfer of power or decision making authority to local and regional personnel over matters related to resource management. Essentially, the recipient of authority transfer bears full responsibility for all actions it performs.

Local government officials are the people and institutions that have a strategic role in performing common tasks of government. The role is an act committed by a person or group of people in an event. The role is an act or behavior patterns made by someone, a bunch of people, organizations or a management because they have duties and functions inherent in each of these characteristics in order to overcome a case or problem that is happening.

Implementation of decentralization and local autonomy policies according to Dwiyanto [5] is a transfer of authority or power sharing in government planning and management and decision-making from the national to the local level. Decentralization as manifested in the form of local autonomy is often interpreted as the ownership of the power to determine their own destiny and manage it said power in order to achieve goals that have been agreed upon. A simple metaphor would be the rights of an individual to regulate and manage their own household, this is precisely the principle that is essential in understanding local autonomy. In other words, one meaning that is always inherent in autonomy is a division of powers between the different levels of the government.

Some advantages of decentralization system according to David Osborne and Ted Osborn and Gebler [10] are: (a) decentralized institution is more flexible than the centralized one. Flexible means decentralizing through giving authority to the local government and making the quick response to the necessary changes of society; (b) decentralized institution is more effective than the centralized one. Effective means, the local government working together with society is assumed to know the real problem, so the best solution could be given; (c) Decentralized institution is more innovative than the centralized one. Innovative means, the local government which works closely with the society is usually bringing out good ideas and coming from the employees who really keep their job in touch with the society; and (d) Decentralized institution produce high spirit of work, more commitments and bigger productivity. Work spirit means the existence of motivation and as the consequences of authority given to decision making and finally produce work productivity.

A result of decentralization according to Kaho [8] is the emergence of autonomous regions. The term “autonomous” is defined as “self-governing”. Originally, the term autonomous meant “self-ruling” or having the right/power/authority to make your own rules (also known as the right/power/authority for self-legislation). The definition of the term then involved into “self-governing”. Self-government implies self-regulation and self-legislation as well as the implementation of said legislation. Therefore, an autonomous region is a region with the right and obligation to regulate itself. It means that the authority of autonomous region to regulate and manage the local society interests according to own initiative based on society aspiration which in line with the legislations.

A Service is an attempt to enhance customer’s satisfaction. Public Services are: “All the service activities carried out by providers of public services addressing the needs of service recipients and the implementation of the provisions of public service legislation”. The classification of public services is as follows: administrative services, goods services, non-goods services, and regulative services via law enforcement and legislation, as well as public policies that regulate aspects of life of the governed people. Standards of service are service procedures, the completion time, the cost of services, product services, facilities and infrastructure, and the competence of service personnel (Keputusan Menteri Pendayagunaan Aparatur Negara (the Decision of the State Minister for the Control of State Apparatus) No.63/KEP/M. PAN/7[16]. To ensure the regional government is able to implement its autonomy optimally as an instrument of democratization and wealth creation at the local level, according to Buku Pegangan Penyelenggaraan Pemerintah Daerah Republik Indonesia (the Manual of Regional Government Implementation) [1], there are seven philosophical elements that make up the local government as a government entity: government affairs, institutions, personnel, local finance, local representatives, public services, and supervision, as shown in framework.

RESEARCH METHOD
This study uses qualitative descriptive information gathering techniques through technical documentation and literature review [12,18].

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Research Results
1. Government Affairs
The first basic element of Regional Government is “government affairs”; this is the regional authority to manage and administer its own government affairs. There are three criteria used for the classification of government affairs: externality, accountability and efficiency, according to Handayaningrat [7]. These criteria for the basis for clear division of authority between levels of government (central, provincial and district/city) for each sector. In the corridors there are extensive autonomy government sectors, the government functions that have been decentralized to the region whether associated with mandatory authority to organize basic services and the authority to organize the selection of seed sector development. But the authority of the area is still highly centralized.

2. Institutions
Local authority cannot be established without accommodations through regional institutions. Institutions are defined as organizations that establish, foster, and protect normative relationships and action patterns and attain support and complementarity in the environment [15,17]. The term “institution” signifies that an organization and its actions are sanctioned and supported by a superior authority. There are two important institutions that make up the Regional Government: institutions for political personnel, these are institutions for Local Leaders and Regional Parliaments; and institutions for career personnel that serve as branches of the local government (departments, agencies, offices and secretariat, district, village, etc.). Although regional governments design their institutional structure according to the basic elements of Mintzberg [13] as cited by Robbins and Barnwell [16], namely, Strategic Apex, Middle Line, Techno structure, Supporting staff members and Operating Core, but its implementation is still imperfect as there is an overlap between the functions of several institutions.

The elements of the organization are [13]: • The strategic apex is top management and its supporting staff members. In school districts, this is the superintendent of schools and the administrative cabinet. • The operative core are the workers who actually carry out the organization’s tasks. Teachers constitute the operative core in school districts. • The middle line is middle- and lower-level management. Principals are the middle level managers in school districts. • The techno structure are analysts such as engineers, accountants, planners, researchers, and personnel managers. In school districts, divisions such as instruction, business, personnel, public relations, research and development, and the like constitute the techno structure. • The support staff are the people who provide indirect services. In school districts, similar services include maintenance, clerical, food service, busing, legal counsel, and consulting to provide support.

3. Personnel
The third basic element that makes up the Regional Government is its personnel or workforce that allows regional institutions to exercise authority in their domain. Human resource management is a management system that is intentionally designed to be able to ensure that potential or talents of all individuals within an organization can be used effectively and efficiently [9]. Personnel management is the administrative discipline of how to provide facilities for growth, jobs and a sense of participation in an active work. Personnel management is planning, sharing of compensation, interpretation, development, and worker management with the purpose of achieving the goals of a company, individual, or community [9] Regional public servants execute strategic public policies generated by the political authorities (Parliament and Local Leader) to produce goods and services as the end product of the Local Governance. However, personnel in regional institutions tend to work for the interests of their superiors, not in the interests of public services needed by the community.

4. Local Government Finance
This fourth element exists as a consequence of the delegation of governmental affairs to the regions. This is in line with the principle of “money follows function” [4]. Regions must provide a stable source of income originated from taxes and regional retribution (fiscal decentralization) as well as equalization funds (subsidies and profit sharing). An adequate source of funds allows a region to fulfill any governmental responsibilities assigned by its central authority (local autonomy). Local government finance is still centralized.

5. Local Representation
Philosophically, local autonomy is granted to the people of a region. However, speaking practically, a community directly governing itself is impossible. In Indonesian governmental system, there are two types of public representative, according to Handayaningrat [6]: The first is DPRD (Regional Assembly of People’s Representatives) as selected through public election, tasked with running local legislation. The second are Local Leaders (Kepala Daerah), chosen directly via election by the locals. Local Leaders are responsible for executive functions in the region. Local Leaders and DPRD (Regional Assembly of People’s Representatives) are the community-elected personnel, though the election process which is still very politically-driven.

In the United States this institution is known as Congress. In the case of Indonesia, this institution refers to as the House of Representatives. These institutions together with the executive (the president and his ministers), plays a fairly crucial in policy formulation. Every law regarding public issues should get the approval of the legislature. Additionally the direct involvement of the legislature in policy formulation can also be seen from the mechanism of hearings, investigations and contacts they do with administration officials, interest groups and others.

6. Public Service
The sixth basic element that constitutes Regional Government is “public service”. The end product of regional administration is the availability of goods and services required by the community. Goods and services can be divided into two classifications according to the end product yielded by the Regional Government (Keputusan Menteri Pendayagunaan Aparatur Negara No.63/KEP/M. PAN/7[16]). First, Regional Government produces public goods or infrastructure for the benefit of the local community such as roads, bridges, irrigation, schools, markets, terminals, hospitals, etc. Second, local government provides regulatory
services that are public (public regulations) such as issuing birth certificates, ID cards, census information, building licenses, etc. The most dominant issue in the context of the public service is the quality and quantity of public services produced within the framework of the Local Government for the welfare of the local community. The principles of minimum standards of care and the development of excellent service (better, cheaper and faster), and accountability will be the major issues in the future of public service.

7. Supervision
The seventh basic element of Regional Government is supervision. An argument for the necessity of supervision is the tendency of misuse of powers, as the adage of Lord Acton states: "power tends to corrupt and absolute power will corrupt absolutely". To prevent that, the element of supervision has the strategic role of producing a clean government. A number of issues related to supervision and control will become important topics in the future, such as synergy between internal supervisory organizations, the effectiveness of external supervision, social supervision, legislative oversight and supervision (built-in control).

The seven fundamental elements listed above is a group of "generic "elements that need a well-formulated action plan that allows integration between them. However, the process of decentralization and local autonomy is not centralized but still centralized.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Although the seven basic elements described in this article still adhere to rules of centralization and not decentralization in their implementation at the regional level, the elements personnel and public service are vital in the implementation of local autonomy. Personnel are the driving force, allowing regional institutions to exercise authority within their domain of authority. Regional personnel execute strategic public policies legislated by political authorities (parliament and local leader) to produce goods and services as the final result of TE end product of Local Government.

Human resources are the most important factor in the development, because development is coming from human, done by humanS and for human. Effort for enhancing human resources quality is the part of human resources development. Human resources development is the process of increasing human ability to determine choices. This definition means that human resources development is not only for increasing ability by investment to the human itself but also to the utilization of those abilities. Human resources ability of the officials is reflected on their way in serving, protecting and growing people’s active role and initiative in development and also perceptive towards society’S aspiration.

All this time, sometimes the human resources development is not associated with the necessary strategy of the region, even seen to be less contributive to the local government itself. Because of that in terms of good governance implementation in autonomy era, one of the important elements of capacity building is the development of THE human resources dimension of the officials. Government officials in regent/urban area are those (government employees) who are in charge of government institution, especially in executive body to implement government’s general role and development.

As previously described in detail, goods and services can be divided into two classifications according to the end result produced by the Regional Government. First, Regional Government provides infrastructure for the benefit of the local community, such as roads, bridges, irrigation, schools, markets, terminals, hospitals and so on. Second, the Regional Government provides public regulatory services such as issuing birth certificates, ID cards, census cards, building licenses, and so forth. The most dominant issue in this context is the personnel, especially in providing public services to the community, both the quality and quantity of public services produced by local governments is dependent on the personnel.

The focus of human resource development in the implementation of autonomy are: the development of knowledge, skills and expertise, talent and potential, as well as work motivation. The development of insight and knowledge is very important for authorities for stimulation of the intellect and to be aware of existing problems and the various ways to solve them. The development of skills and expertise should be directed toward sectors that are the focus of growth in the district/city. Natural talents should also be developed, such as: honesty, integrity, self-confidence and emotional stability, to be used as the basis for employment. Likewise, the development of work motivation is necessary for staffing based on the level of motivation, motivation to succeed, perseverance and high initiative.

This is my model to make the changes needed for personnel in THE autonomous regions.

CONCLUSION
Local autonomy in accordance with Undang-undang Nomor 23 Tahun 2004 (Law No. 23 of 2004), is an autonomous regional authority to regulate and manage the interests of the local community at its own initiative based on the aspirations of the people in line with the legislation. Local autonomy is granted to the Regency and the City, citing one of the foundations of a democratic society is to put the
responsibility to exercise control over an action in the hands of the people who feel its effects.

In order to implement local autonomy in a manner that empowers local government’s initiative and creativity, and allows them to anticipate changes in the organization, the role of local government personnel is very important especially in providing services to the public. Therefore, in the framework of the implementation of local autonomy, the quality of regional government personnel must be improved. The focus of human resource development in the scope of local autonomy implementation are: development of insight/knowledge, skills and expertise, talent and potential, as well as A development work motif in providing public services to the community.

Public services consist of administrative services, services of goods, or services, through the enforcement of laws and regulations, and public policies regulate the aspects of community life. The standard of service is the service procedure, time of completion, cost of service, product services, facilities and infrastructure, and the competence of service providers personnel.
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